Like all revolutionary processes, those that led to Latin American independence were highly volatile and experimental in nature. If the French revolution is noteworthy for having produced several, radically different constitutions in only a few years, no less dramatic were the upheavals that in Latin America accompanied the search for a new consensus regarding what the process of emancipation from colonial domination should lead to. Often accompanied by extreme violence, even open warfare, the formation of the new Latin American states in the early nineteenth century required imagining what form and shape the new entities would take, what their citizen body and territory would be, and what their institutions and laws. The need, often urgency, to transform colonial domains into various independent units often coincided with the desire to end (or at least modernize) the Ancien régime. Yet, the wish to supersede the past did not guarantee rupture. Instead, it initiated a period of questioning more often than answering, of experimenting more often than finding solutions.

For many years, analysis of this period was mostly geared toward justifying the breakup with Spain and Portugal and the formation of new polities. This political motivation produced standard accounts that sought to demonstrate the pre-existence of communities, mostly identified as “nations,” which naturally and logically fought against the injustices of imperial rule by outsiders. For the independent Latin American states, this way of telling their history supplied both a narrative of origins (that explained how the states came to be) and a confirmation of previously prevailing identities (that vindicated their creation). In the last decades, however, most historians have

Independence(s): What Is a Revolutionary Law?

gradually abandoned these teleological accounts. Instead, they have started to present Latin American independence as the outcome of a long and complex process, the results of which were neither natural, nor could they have been foretold. Rather than attributing the independence movements only to internal pressures, many historians now look to external developments, and ask important questions about the larger contexts in which Latin American independence took place.

The Larger Contexts

The complex unfolding that eventually led to the independence of Latin American states began with imperial crises in both the Spanish and Portuguese monarchies. In 1807, Napoleon invaded the Iberian Peninsula, forcing actors in Portugal, Spain, and their overseas territories to decide how they should react. Some were willing to collaborate with the new French regime, either because they believed it would improve their societies by modernizing them, or because they feared the consequences of a confrontation. Yet many others rejected the French-imposed governments that were instituted in Portugal and Spain and proceeded to imagine new political arrangements. The first to do so was the Prince Regent of Portugal who, acting for his mother the queen, sailed in 1807 with his family, members of his entourage, and his ministers – a total of some 10,000, perhaps even 15,000 people – to Rio de Janeiro. He left Portugal in the hands of a regency, whose members he instructed to conserve the traditional laws and structures of government, yet without antagonizing the French occupiers. In the Spanish territories, news regarding the forced


abdications of the Spanish king and the coronation of Napoleon’s brother as the new monarch of Spain led municipal actors on both sides of the Atlantic to constitute local committees (juntas) that were to act as sovereign entities in the absence of the legitimate monarch (on the sovereignty of pueblos, see also Sections 5.1 and 5.3). Back in Portugal, after the French dissolved the regency and instituted their own (1808), many municipalities also moved to form juntas that either collaborated with the regency or acted autonomously. As in Spain, these municipal juntas claimed jurisdiction over their district or province.

The resulting fragmentation, with each junta claiming to be fully sovereign, led to the search for alternative solutions. In northern Portugal, the junta of Porto, having achieved the allegiance of a series of municipalities located north of the river Douro, declared itself Junta Suprema do Governo do Reino, as did the junta of Faro in the Algarve. In the Spanish territories, the search for a coordinated government produced first an organ that was to coordinate the distinct juntas (the so-called Junta Central), then a regency (that stood for the absent king), and eventually a meeting of the parliament, the Cortes, that declared itself a constituent assembly and that, in 1812, adopted the Constitution of Cádiz. During this period, Spain was de facto divided into a French-controlled territory, where a French-inspired (and -imposed) constitution (the Constitution of Bayonne, 1808) and government prevailed, and a so-called free territory, controlled by juntas, the regency, and the Cortes.


6 On what transpired under the French government of Spain, see for example., C. Muñoz de Bustillo Romero, Bayona en Andalucía: El estado bonapartista en la prefectura de Xerez (Historia de la Sociedad Política) (Madrid: Centro de Estudios Constitucionales, 1991).
Portugal was similarly ruled by several governments: the military government first of France and then of Britain, whose troops either invaded or liberated (depending on whom was speaking) the country, a regency, and various juntas. The king in Rio de Janeiro also tried to control the Peninsula by issuing a series of orders to local officials, though his success in doing so was limited.

In 1814, as the power of Napoleon was waning, the Spanish king, Fernando, returned to Spain, where he declared the Cádiz Constitution, and all that was enacted by the Cortes of Cádiz, void. A liberal uprising in 1820 forced the king to reinstall the constitution, but in 1823 it was again repealed. Meanwhile, the Portuguese Prince Regent remained in Brazil where, crowned as King João VI in 1815 after the death of his mother, he declared the formation of the United Kingdom of Portugal and Brazil. Under enormous pressure, probably linked to fears that Brazil would colonize Portugal, and after an uprising in Porto in 1820 that protested “the status of a colony to which Portugal in effect is reduced,” the regency in Portugal agreed to call a meeting of a constituent Cortes. Threatened by these developments, João VI returned to Portugal in 1821, leaving his heir behind as regent. As he was departing, crowds in Rio de Janeiro forced him to swear allegiance to the Spanish Constitution of Cádiz, which they believed would ensure that the United Kingdom of Portugal and Brazil would become a constitutional monarchy that would protect equal relations between the Portuguese territories on both sides of the ocean.7

The Portuguese Cortes, which met from 1820 to 1822, in 1822 adopted a new constitution for the United Kingdom of Portugal and Brazil. Yet, in response to these developments as well as pressures from locals, the heir to the throne, Dom Pedro, who remained in the Americas, declared Brazilian independence in 1822. He convoked a constituent assembly in 1823 but, ignoring most of its work, proceeded to impose a new constitution on Brazil in 1824. In Portugal, João VI began purging Portuguese liberal legislation of elements that according to him did not conform to the customs and will of the nation and, in 1824, declared the return to the Ancien régime, that is, all which existed before the imperial crisis.

These European events greatly affected developments in Latin America. In Spanish territories, while some remained loyal to the captive king despite his deposition in 1808 and refused to adopt any measure that might amount to innovation, others formed local juntas, which, although swearing allegiance

to the deposed Spanish monarch and claiming to use the traditional powers of local communities, did not necessarily form part of the traditional political repertoire (on traditional claims to sovereignty as voiced during the monarchical crises by local communities, see Section 5.1). After the Spanish Cortes had passed the new liberal constitution in 1812, the populations of the Spanish American territories were called upon by the Cortes to express their adherence to it. In many places, the constitution was joyfully received in public ceremonies, and, obeying its instructions, elections to a variety of representative bodies took place. The constitution was also welcomed by many indigenous communities, where the constitutional text was read and discussed during church services as well as translated into local languages. In Portuguese America, the 1822 Portuguese constitution was accepted, but because of the declaration of independence, it was soon replaced by the Brazilian constitution of 1824.

As one historian put it, like Humpty Dumpty in the famous English nursery rhyme, after the pre-Napoleonic political order had fallen and broken to pieces, “all the king’s horses and all of the king’s men” could not put it “together again.” Or, as another historian has shown, the imperial crisis itself was transformative. It was an opportunity for Latin American actors – both elites and


11 For the types of questions facing Brazilians at that time, see for example, I. Jancsó, “Brasil e brasileiros – Notas sobre modelagem de significados políticos na crise do Antigo Regime português na América,” Estudos Avançados 22(62) (2008), 257–74.


According to this interpretation, in the period between 1807 and 1823, different actors in Latin America had to respond to unfolding events as the war situation in the Iberian Peninsula deteriorated and political upheavals intensified. In Spanish America, some disliked the \textit{Junta Central}, others the regency. Yet another group criticized the \textit{Cortes} of Cádiz for not including a sufficient number of Latin American representatives, or for enacting a constitution either too liberal or insufficiently liberal, or they agreed or disagreed with King Fernando who, after his return to Spain in 1814, sought to reinstitute the pre-crisis status quo, or they agreed with or refused to follow the liberals who, in 1821, had obtained from Fernando an oath of allegiance to the 1812 Cádiz constitution, or they advocated for or disliked the second annulment of the Cádiz constitution in 1823. In many areas of Spanish America, the focus was on how to obtain or conserve (depending on who was speaking) autonomy from Spain. In others, what was at stake was the need to ensure autonomy \textit{vis-à-vis} other American enclaves, as was famously the case in Río de la Plata, where relations between the city of Buenos Aires and other regional capitals quickly deteriorated, and in Central America, where the various political centers wished to renegotiate their relations with Mexico City. In both these cases, the crisis was an opportunity to rearrange relations not only with the Spanish monarchy but also with other Latin American political centers.

In Luso-America, actors faced the questions whether to obey the \textit{juntas}, provincial assemblies, or the king, and how to position themselves with
regards to the 1822 Portuguese constitution. As in Spanish territories, they disagreed about the form of government and the policies to adopt, but they also engaged in heated debates regarding the appropriate relations between the metropole and its American territories. Historians point out that the transfer of the Portuguese court to Brazil was itself revolutionary, as it exposed the prince regent to new pressures and politicized the Brazilian society. By the 1820s, much of the debates centered around the question whether Portugal and Brazil would remain united under a central government, or each have a separate and autonomous government, or whether Brazil would again be subjected to Portuguese interests, as had been the case before the imperial crisis.14 For some Brazilians, a united government, even if unequal, was preferable, as they feared control by Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo more than they feared supervision by Portugal. Others felt that the contrary was true. Fragmentation within Luso-America was also evident. Several Brazilian provinces participated in the Portuguese Cortes of 1820 despite royal disapproval, others did not. Confrontations between the various regions in Luso-America that predated the imperial crisis and the creation of the independent kingdom of Brazil in 1822 continued into the 1840s.15 As in Spanish America, disagreement as to how to respond to European developments led to civil wars, as different factions and different regions clashed as to which was the best way to react.

Regardless of these disagreements, at the initial stages of these imperial crises, almost no one – either in Spanish or in Portuguese America – imagined independence to be the solution. Instead, actors wished to preserve or enhance their autonomy. When separation did become a possibility, it was not always evident whether the aim was to sever the links with the monarchy or with the Spanish and Portuguese Peninsular communities. Was the rebellion directed against the monarch or the metropole? Even among those in favor of independence, different answers were given to the question of the kind of relations the new polities would have with the former colonial power (confederation, commonwealth, association, or none of the above?) If finding a common answer was difficult, identifying who should give it was

just as problematic. In this process of renegotiation, reorganization, perhaps imperial disintegration, who would be the legitimate political actors? How to identify the territories that could become new polities? Would the old vice-royalties become new states? Would colonial provinces? Colonial towns? And who could legitimately represent them?

Attempts at answering the fundamental question of which new states would be instituted in the former colonial territories led to confrontations and internal struggles, even civil wars. Different polities were proposed, experimented with, and sometimes eliminated. Attempts to conserve viceregal structures in both North and Central America, and in the territory of Nueva Granada, soon failed. This was partly the result of the growing powers of municipal corporations, which had increased their autonomy during the imperial crisis. Whether because their authorities assumed sovereignty to replace the captive king, or because the 1812 Cádiz constitution had mandated the creation of new municipalities and established electoral procedures that increased municipal control (by allowing parish juntas to decide on who had the right to vote), by the time independence was declared, municipal bodies were the main political actors. In some places, for example, present-day Ecuador, alliances between cities acting as sovereign bodies constituted new states. In others, such as Río de la Plata, alliances between cities were harder to achieve, and took various shapes and a very long time to cohere. Several cities, such as Montevideo, proclaimed themselves independent states. In Brazil, separate colonial units, such as the State of Brazil and the State of Grão Pará, which had been directly tied to Lisbon rather than to one another, were joined together to create a new country (the state/emprise of Brazil), sometimes to the displeasure of local actors who had sought autonomy (or independence) not so much from Lisbon


as from Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo. During the first half of the nineteenth century, and sometimes even later, in both Spanish and Portuguese America, new polities who claimed to represent new or old communities were formed, transformed, reformed, dismantled, and constructed yet again.

As the first answers to the most basic question – what new states would emerge out of the implosion of the colonial regime – began surfacing, the challenges in transitioning from colony to independent state became obvious. The transition required thousands of specific decisions regarding practically every aspect of collective life. The future was to be built on the ruins of the past, yet, despite the desire for change, the past often served as a foundation for the present.

In this chapter, I survey some of the questions that had to be answered, mostly by identifying debates that had to be settled and the difficulties entailed in achieving this goal. While the specific solutions that were adopted will be described in Sections 5.1–5.3, the aim here is to imagine a revolutionary period that required profound mutations and presented enormous challenges, and in which both continuity and change played major roles. I also wish to demonstrate that, despite local differences, there was a common Latin American story, and that, moreover, the various options that were considered often formed part of a larger repertoire that actors on other continents also discussed.

The Challenges

If the first question that had to be answered was which polities could demand autonomy or independence, no less problematic was the definition of their citizen body (on this, see also Section 5.1). As the imperial crises unfolded and local actors moved to declare independence (roughly in the period from 1807 to the 1830s), some of the new Latin American states decreed the expulsion of the citizens of the former colonial powers, which they now considered dangerous foreigners. Others admitted them into citizenship if they were willing to swear allegiance to the new order. In Brazil, already resident Portuguese were transformed into “Brazilians” under the presumption that if they remained in

---

18 On this period as featuring constant experimentation on multiple levels, see also H. Sábató, Republics of the New World: The Revolutionary Political Experiment in Nineteenth-Century Latin America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018).

the country after 1822, they had agreed with the move to declare independence. Yet, in many localities, hostility to these Portuguese was evident, as was their *de facto* exclusion from the community. Loyalty was required not only of these former compatriots, but also from all other residents, who were implicitly or explicitly to agree to the new emerging structures. During this period, some disagreements regarding the measures and laws that the new states should adopt were perceived as legitimate (and were thus tolerated), while many others were classified as treason and their proponents punished.20

Equally complex was the status the new states bestowed on their indigenous inhabitants and populations of African descent, including both free and enslaved persons.21 Individuals belonging to these groups were either granted theoretical legal and/or political equality, or they were outright discriminated against by their exclusion from the nation’s body politic or citizenship (or both). Often, inclusion – declaring all those born locally citizens, regardless of race or ethnicity – survived only a few decades before such declarations were repealed or exclusion was exercised indirectly by eliminating the participation of those considered unfree or dependent. In other places, theoretical inclusiveness did not stop or diminish anti-indigenous violence and the intensification of slavery.22 New legal categories were invented, distinguishing “civilized” persons from so-called “savages,” to whom the laws assigned differential treatment. The legal capacity of those classified as belonging to the second category was limited, such as their ability to enter into contracts,

---


or they were attributed diminished criminal responsibility, allegedly in order to protect and “civilize,” rather than punish, them. Treating these individuals and groups as potential, rather than actual, members of the body politic, some Latin American states eventually began to disregard their presence. Indigenous and Afro-Latin American individuals and groups disappeared from the official records, as state authorities no longer mentioned their existence or counted them. This elimination enabled some states, most notably Argentina, to claim that these groups were extinct.

If the composition of the new national communities was debated, no less contentious was the extent of their territories. The literature on the new Latin American states tends to center on the juridical doctrine of uti possidetis, which allegedly permitted continuity between the colonial and the postcolonial period by determining that the borders of the former colonial entities, now states, would remain as they had been before independence. More recently, however, various historians have demonstrated that this continuity was easier to imagine than implement, as actors in most Latin American states disagreed as to what the situation at the end of the colonial period had been. Such disagreements often degenerated into conflicts which, according to most contemporaries, were not directed at expansion but only at allowing each of the new polities to possess what was rightfully theirs. As a result of these repeated confrontations, and despite vociferous claims to the contrary, by the mid-twentieth century most Latin American borders did not derive from the old colonial demarcations but had been fixed either as a result of war or in bilateral treaties.


25 It has been estimated that as much as 75 percent–90 percent of present-day Latin American borders were the result of post-independence conflicts: T. Herzog, “Historical Rights to Land: How Latin American States Made the Past Normative and What Happened to History and Historical Education as a Result,” in M. Carretero, S. Berger, and M. Grever (eds.), Palgrave Handbook on Historical Culture and Education (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 91–107; and T. Herzog, “The Meaning of Territory: Colonial Standards and Modern Questions in Ecuador,” in L. Roniger and
In part, the difficulty in fixing the new states’ territories can be explained by the constant changes in colonial jurisdictions, and the constant disagreement regarding their definition even during the colonial period. However, complexity was also aggravated by the prevalence of territories – including large tracts of the continent’s interior as well as its Southern Cone – that had de facto been external to the colonial system. The conquest of these territories by the post-independence states during the nineteenth century unleashed violent campaigns of occupation and extermination that continued well into the twentieth century.

Another fundamental issue that contemporary actors had to resolve was the nature of the political system to be established. Would the new states be monarchies? Republics? Perhaps even empires? All these forms were attempted, some producing regimes more stable than others. Supporters of centralism fought against federalists, and in both factions, many disagreed about what centralism and federalism actually were, and how they should best be designed and implemented (for a more detailed discussion, see Sections 5.1, 5.3, and 6.1). Regions clashed with each other, rural and urban interests competed, liberals faced conservatives, and each of these groups was internally divided on multiple issues. Instability was permanent, as different projects were experimented with, polities were constituted and broken up, constitutions were drawn and redrawn, and governments constantly changed.

Despite these disagreements, to most of those contemporaries whose opinions are preserved in the written record, it was clear that the transition from colony to independent state required a new legal regime. In various declarations and in early legislation, the polities that declared their independence formally espoused the idea of a legal order in which parliaments would have a monopoly over legal creation. This required the drastic modification of the old order. As described in Section 3.1, instead of the multiplicity of legal sources (ranging from canon and Roman law to customs, royal decrees, and “common sense,” all of which had to be weighed anew in each case to be decided) and a variety of different powers, each with its own jurisdiction, many actors in the postcolonial


states imagined a system in which there would be a single sovereignty that would be undivided, exclusive, and monopolistic. They also imagined a new normative system where legislation enacted by the representatives of the people would be the only legitimate legal source. The aim was to abandon the old system that allowed for the existence of multiple distinct authorities that declared and applied the law, and to instead institute a single authority and a single normativity. As Francisco de Paula Santander, who championed the cause of independence in the territory of present-day Colombia, famously stated “[w]eapons have given you independence: laws will guarantee you liberty.”

Yet, how was this to be achieved? Could colonial law persist in some matters, or must it be completely abolished, and new laws adopted instead? How would the transition from the old to the new system be organized, and how fast could it be realized? If the system required a true overhaul, what areas should be prioritized? And how to deal with colonial law that was contradictory to the new constitutional arrangements? Should older norms that were in conflict with the new order be automatically repealed, or should this require formal revocation? Here too, opinions varied. Some leaders urged their contemporaries to abandon Spanish or Portuguese law, which they believed was deeply flawed and inadequate for the needs of the early nineteenth century, and to adopt a better system, often by imitating legal developments elsewhere. Others rejected the idea of looking to foreign law for inspiration and imagined a homegrown legislation, modeled according to local conditions and local desires by rational actors meeting and discussing the various solutions in parliament. In the end, most of the new Latin American countries opted to uphold the colonial law as long its provisions did not stand in direct or indirect opposition to the “freedom” and “independence” that had been achieved. What this meant in practice, of course, was a matter of debate.

29 “Las armas os han dado independencia: las leyes os darán la libertad.” This famous saying, contained in a message Santander sent to congress on December 2, 1821, is now reproduced on the walls of the Palacio de Justicia in Bogotá. For the full text, see “El general Santander se dirige a los pueblos de Colombia…” in J. F. Blanco (ed.), Documentos para la historia de la vida pública del libertador de Colombia, Perú y Bolivia (Caracas: Imprenta de “La Opinión Nacional”, 1876), n. 1954, vol. VIII, 223–24.


31 M. Candioti, “‘Reformar útilmente la justicia’: Jueces y leyes en la construcción del estado en Buenos Aires en la década de 1820,” in Irurozqui and Galante, Sangre de ley, 97–130, for example, at 121–22.
This continuity explains why legal education, too, remained largely unchanged in most Latin American countries, and legal textbooks from the colonial period continued to be used. The process of changing the legal order that began in the early nineteenth century, in some areas as early as the imperial crisis of 1807/8 and during the wars of independence, did not culminate until the second half, sometimes the end, of the nineteenth century (codification, e.g., mostly got underway only from the 1850s onwards; see Section 5.2). As we shall see later, the result was that for almost a century, the new independent structures that emerged in Latin America often stood on shaky grounds not only socially, politically, or economically, but also legally. As one historian has observed, they were in a “permanently provisional” state.32

This reality produced extraordinary situations. For example, in many places, citizens were to vote before the laws defining who citizens were had been enacted or lists of citizens had been drawn. This enabled members of “voting tables” – or sometimes local priests or juntas – to decide whom they considered a citizen and thus permitted to vote. Those who wished to vote did not know whether they would be able to before they attempted to exercise this right.33 Confusion also reigned in other ways. While the general assumption was that colonial law of Iberian inspiration should continue in place at least until the new states had consolidated their legal regime, less attention was given to the question of the status of indigenous customary law, practiced by indigenous peoples, which had been recognized de iure in Spanish territories, and de facto operated also in Portuguese America (see Section 3.1). Would it continue to be considered valid under the new legal order, or automatically revoked? Equally problematic was the status of other customary laws, created by locals and Afro-Latin American communities. Another issue to be resolved was the interaction of local law with state-wide normativity. Would the previous system that permitted the existence of both a general pan-European law and local adaptations persist, or should a single legality apply to all the new states’ inhabitants, irrespective of their place of residence and group belonging?

Challenges from within were matched by challenges from the outside. As they transitioned to independent status, the new Latin American polities strove to obtain international recognition. Spanish American states mostly achieved this in 1833, when Spain renounced its claims to the continent and recognized them as sovereign and independent. Yet, even before this date, the need to deal with these new polities led to the invention of new doctrines, based on natural law, which allowed a de facto treatment of them as sovereign even before they had been granted formal recognition. These new doctrines were championed by many of the new Latin American states, which paradoxically pushed for a more inclusive and formally equal international order at the same time as they domestically intensified, rather than questioned, social hierarchies. Thus, while opposing European supremacy in the international sphere, Spanish American actors continued in their quest to “conquer” the Americas, efforts which they justified by Eurocentric notions based on hierarchies in what they identified as “levels of civilization.” Some Latin American actors even reversed the European argument regarding levels of civilization that discriminated against the American continent in the international sphere and suggested that Spanish American polities were superior to European ones because of their rejection of monarchical rule and their adherence to the wave of liberal revolutions that had swept the Atlantic World.

Meanwhile, in 1820s and 1830s Portugal, a conflict regarding the succession to the Portuguese Crown – first between Dom Pedro, the heir who remained in Brazil, and his younger brother Miguel, and then between Miguel and Pedro’s daughter Maria (as will be discussed in more detail later) – led to a civil war (1828–34) during which a regency acting for Maria strove to secure international recognition first from her father, the emperor of Brazil, and only then from other countries. Portugal recognized Brazilian independence in 1825, but, somewhat ironically, by the late 1820s, it was the Peninsular

---


Portuguese government that, fighting against Miguel, sought recognition as well as military and economic support from Brazil.

Spanish America: An Old Constitution for a New Society?

In the post-independence period, the question whether the new polities should be constructed ex nihilo or retain at least some of the old institutions was also widely debated across the continent. Some suggested that the imperial breakup provided an opportunity for redrawing even the most basic social rules. Others argued that, as with the legal system, it was impossible to change the entire social, economic, and political order quickly, and that continuity – at least of some aspects, and temporarily – was beneficial. Yet others insisted that the new states lacked the power to undo or redo society. As the famous Argentinean intellectual Juan Bautista Alberdi (1810–1884) argued in 1853, governments came and went, but the old laws not only continued in place, the new governments were also called to abide by them.38 Because humans could not change the nature of things, a representative assembly could enact laws, but these laws could not be invented at will. They had to derive from both nature and history, and to take existing legal precedents into consideration.

The struggle between those advocating for continuity and those pressing for change, those imagining a slow transition and those preferring it rapid, as well as disagreements regarding what to change and how, led to a power struggle between social groups, political factions, and powerful individuals. One of the first and most fundamental questions these actors had to answer was how to transform an Ancien régime based on loyalty to a king to a new regime whose legitimacy would originate in the consent of community members. Those declaring independence often claimed to speak for units – the people? the nation? – not yet in existence, and their legitimacy as their representatives was not generally recognized. As a result, debates regarding retaining the old or inventing a new constitution also involved preliminary considerations as to what kind of political body could legitimately decide on such elemental issues as independence and the drawing up of a new constitution. Should municipal juntas? A constitutional assembly? Should political leadership be limited to the capital city, or should other towns or even

38 J. B. Alberdi, Bases y puntos de partida para la constitución de la República Argentina (Valparaíso: Imprenta de Mercurio, 1852), esp. at 92–94, 119–21, and 150–51.
villages participate? Would representation in the new assemblies be limited to corporate bodies or should it include all citizens? And what would a just and proportional representation be? Most agreed that voting was the best way to elect representatives, but how would voting be organized, and how would representation be distributed?

The case of Buenos Aires is illuminating.39 In the 1810s and 1820s, locals debated how to square the existence of multiple local communities, each demanding recognition as a sovereign body, with the formation of new central authorities also endowed with sovereignty. Could Buenos Aires represent the villages inside its province, or must each village send its own representative to a general assembly? Should voting take place in open meetings in which all citizens could participate and vote (similar to the traditional cabildo abierto, as during the 1810 election of deputies to the junta of Buenos Aires), or was there to be an assembly of elected representatives who would vote on behalf of their electorates (as in the 1811 elections)? Should each local community be represented individually by one or several of its citizens, or should representation be general to the entire province and elections be organized in the province as a whole? If communities were to be represented, how many delegates should each have? If each community were to be represented by the same number of delegates, the largest city, Buenos Aires, would lose its hegemony. Was it fair for small settlements to be accorded the same weight as the capital? If not, should representation be proportional to the number of inhabitants? To a community’s economic importance? And once elected, would those chosen represent their particular town or village, or the provincial or national community at large? Among other things, the answer to this last question was of prime importance, because it also touched on the question whether delegates would have a free mandate, or would, by contrast, be limited to the power and instructions received from their local community.40

The flurry of elections that took place in Buenos Aires after independence (of deputies to the general congress, of governors, members of various juntas, and town councils), did not mask these disagreements. Neither did it solve the question of who had the right to vote. The general assumption was that this

40 This was reminiscent of how the Old Regime Cortes had functioned, where representatives of cities had met to discuss different issues, and where debate about whether they had the power to take decisions or required the pre-authorization of their municipality had been frequent.
right should be granted to all **vecinos**, or at least to those who were “free” and “patriots,” but there was no consensus either on what this category (**vecino**) or these conditions (“free” and “patriot”) meant, nor on whether all those voting were equal. In 1815, members of the voting table in Arrecife, in the province of Buenos Aires, declared a person who had not received the majority of votes to have won the election because, according to them, he had been backed by “better” and “freer” voters, whose votes should not be counted as one but as 100 votes each, because they also represented their family, dependents, and employees.\(^{41}\) In the minds of those taking this decision, Ancien régime configurations that gave heads of household the power to represent all members of the household justified these conclusions, and quality – however they defined it – had to come before quantity, or at least quantity could be readjusted to what it allegedly represented. In 1817, after many elections had already taken place in the province, a provisional enactment by the government specified twenty-five years as the minimum age for voting. It also determined that the right to vote should be granted to those “born and residing” in the territory, unless they were dependent, had no property, and/or no “useful” office or occupation. These arrangements largely reproduced Ancien régime perceptions that considered vagabonds and other individuals without fixed domicile or economic independence as having no political rights. As mentioned earlier, these vague definitions, as well as the absence of electoral or other registers, led to the extraordinary situation in which members of voting tables were able to decide who had the vote and who did not (on the definition of citizenship in early constitutions, see also Section 5.1).\(^{42}\)

The wish to adopt a new system that would embody a new, postcolonial “general will,” thus met with resistance from those who had upheld the old system, in which only heads of households or municipal corporations had been enfranchised, and only they had had the right to represent and speak for the community. These disagreements also unleashed a power struggle between the new central authorities that were to replace the king, on the one hand, and the municipal corporations that declared themselves sovereign, on the other. In Buenos Aires, this power struggle resulted in provincial legislation that abolished the autonomy of existing municipalities and their representative assemblies. The central organs of the province, who took this decision, argued that while municipal corporations had been important

\(^{41}\) Ternavasio, *La revolución del voto*, 50.

\(^{42}\) Ternavasio, *La revolución del voto*, 41–42, 83 and 95, showing that as a result he who controlled the identity of those sitting at the voting table, also controlled the results of the elections.
under monarchical rule as representatives of their community, they were superfluous under the new representative system. The suppression of the traditional representative bodies and their officials and judges, however, led to legal uncertainty, because no new law regulating the municipal regime was enacted until 1854. The result were continuous conflicts between officeholders at different levels. Many of those whose offices were theoretically suppressed de facto proceeded as if this suppression had not taken place. Locals, who frequently refused to collaborate with the new officials named by the provincial authorities, preferred the previous officeholders, because they believed that they were more likely to respect their traditional rights and privileges. Similarly, as had been the case during the colonial period, local judges (alcaldes) continued to both declare and implement the law, as well as to act as magistrates with the authority to govern their communities. Attempts to limit their political and legislative power mostly failed, as locals continued to consider villages and towns as moral entities that not only mer- ited representation in provincial and national assemblies, but should also be headed by local, traditional, magistrates.

Developments in other parts of Latin America were somewhat similar to what transpired in Buenos Aires. In Central America, frequent debates took place between 1808 and 1823 regarding municipal sovereignty and its role in the transition to new republican structures. National and local sovereignty often clashed rather than cohered, making the transition from the Ancien régime model of sovereignty (with a plurality of local powers) to a new model with a single (central) sovereignty extremely difficult. In what is now Mexico, municipalities that had traditionally been subjected to the city of Tlaxcala sought to protect – and probably increase – their autonomy by opposing attempts by the city’s elites to have Tlaxcala province be declared
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43 Similar arguments were invoked in Mexico, where actors debated how to maintain old, corporate representation, while also enabling a new form of representation of the nation as a whole. See for example, C. A. Hale, El liberalismo mexicano en la época de Mora (1821–1853) (Mexico City: Siglo Veintiuno Editores, 1972), 118.


45 These questions have recently been studied in a special thematic issue of the journal Nuevo Mundo, Mundos Nuevos 23 (2023), edited by G. Verdo and V. Ayrolo.

a state within the Mexican federal structures. As the capital of such a new state, the city of Tlaxcala’s control over the surrounding municipalities would have been not just cemented, but also augmented. At the opposite end of the spectrum, other Mexican actors asked how civil equality could coexist with distinctions and privileges attached to corporate municipal structures, and argued for their suppression and the creation of a single, united, central sovereignty and a single, general law.

Similar processes also took place in the territory of the Audiencia de Quito (present-day Ecuador) in the 1810s, 1820s, and 1830s. There, municipal corporations, whose powers had increased substantially during the late eighteenth-century Bourbon reforms, struggled to maintain their hegemony inside and outside their territories, as well as to coordinate their activities with one another during and even after independence. This has led some historians to conclude that in this Audiencia, independence led to federalization with cities, rather than citizens, as political actors. The configurations that emerged during this period did not imagine the state as an assembly of citizens. Instead, they accentuated Ancien régime structures that viewed the polity as an assembly of corporations that, paradoxically, were now more powerful than had been under colonial rule. After independence, municipal elections usually allowed members of the old elite to remain in power, with their positions now legitimized not only by their place in the local hierarchy, but also by their ability to mobilize supporters. Here as in Buenos Aires, the vote was granted to vecinos, and until an electoral law was introduced in 1861 and civil registries were formed, parish juntas had the power to decide who held citizenship and could vote, and who did not.

During and after the imperial crises, the sovereignty of local entities augmented rather than diminished also in other ways. One of the most important changes introduced in Spanish America with the Cádiz constitution – but which continued also after independence – was the “municipalization” of indigenous communities. Giving them the status of municipio turned these communities, which had previously been governed by traditional elites, into constitutional entities with new, elected authorities endowed with new administrative powers. The Cádiz delegates had initiated municipalization as a way to ensure the

48 Hale, El liberalismo mexicano, for example, at 123–25.
modernization of indigenous communities as well as their integration into the nascent constitutional structures. Given that the constitution equated local citizenship (vecindad) with kingdom-wide citizenship, transforming indigenous villages into municipalities could potentially also ensure the integration of their local citizens in the national community. For local indigenous individuals, municipalization opened the road not only for greater local autonomy and formal equality with nonindigenous individuals and municipalities, but also for changes within indigenous communities, desired by some, disliked by others.

We have ample information on how this process of municipalization unfolded in various locations.\(^5\) In some, it led residents to request the authorities to grant the status of municipio to residential conglomerates or villages founded on private lands that formed part of colonial haciendas or estancias.\(^5\) The affected landowners frequently challenged these requests, because they feared losing not only ownership of their land but also their – de facto even if not de iure – political power over those living on their land. Many of the resulting legal issues were hotly debated. Would the municipalization of settlements on private land change the status of their residents from tenants to citizens, that is, vecinos? If so, would the landlords lose the ability to remove tenants who failed to pay their rent because, as local citizens, they would have the right to remain in the community? Could they be compelled to sell parts of their land to the community, because it would now include not only private land but also municipal territory? On occasions, landlords employed a racialized argument that their indigenous tenants were not yet ready to become members of self-ruling communities and that only they, the landlords, could ensure social and political order and obedience to the law.

In many places, the municipalization of indigenous communities led to power struggles between traditional indigenous elites and newly elected officials, yet, in many others, formal changes masked continuities. Frequently, despite legal reforms, indigenous communities maintained many of their organs and customs almost intact.\(^5\) The constitutional redefinition of indigenous communities
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villages, furthermore, did not necessarily mean that the constitution’s egalitarian ethos was adopted, as well. In some communities, traditional service obligations that resulted from membership status were not distributed equally: Mostly on the basis of hereditary distinctions between nobles and commoners, some community members managed to avoid these duties altogether. In other instances, general suffrage was rejected in favor of giving the vote only to elders and principales. Equally important in maintaining traditional hierarchies was the continuing presence of common landholding, despite constitutional and legal changes that favored private ownership. Common lands were frequently managed by the local authorities that, despite the abolition of traditional village structures and the institution of constitutional municipalities, still functioned as sovereign corporate bodies that could exclude those whom they identified as “foreign,” even when they resided locally, from enjoying the rights of members. Traditional elites also continued to represent their communities in negotiations with other authorities and in the courts, as they and many members of indigenous communities insisted that the traditional structures continued to exist parallel to and independently of the new constitutional structures and their officeholders.

If the difficulties in converting colonial and monarchical governance to one based on new constitutional and legal arrangements were clear with respect to the role and organization of municipal bodies, the same was true for the judiciary. The colonial judiciary had been an important instrument both for enhancing state hegemony and for limiting its reach (see Section 3.1). Most cases were decided locally by locally elected, non-jurist judges, who considered their principal task to be what we would now call peace and justice making. Despite the new constitutional arrangements, in most polities, these practices remained largely unchanged, as did the identity of those occupying the bench. Alongside the persistence of most colonial law into the second half of the nineteenth century in both Spanish and Portuguese

America (given the slow pace of legal change and codification, discussed in Section 5.2) and the ongoing dependence on wide judicial discretion, this has led historians to conclude that there was extensive continuity in jurisprudence from the late colonial to the early national period.\(^{56}\) Even though the basic assumptions of colonial legislation were in theory radically different from (and sometimes even incompatible with) the new values that independence and revolution sought to implement, in the absence of new legislation, both judges and litigants continued to uphold the old norms. This was true both in Spanish America and in Brazil, where conflicts between the new constitutional powers and the judiciary were constant, and where, despite the legal changes introduced in the early nineteenth century, legal culture remained more or less untouched.\(^{57}\) It is possible, however, that some of the new values did find recognition in the courts, where they were sometimes imposed by judges rendering decisions that endorsed them.\(^{58}\) Among these was the demand to hold public officers accountable when they ignored the law (rather than when they upset social harmony, as had been the case before), or the introduction of new measures to evaluate the honorability of individuals, where old criteria based on traditional hierarchies were now accompanied by the new languages of citizenship and equality, patriotism, and civic virtue.

Portuguese America: A Unique Yet Ordinary Case?

When compared to developments in Spanish America, the untangling of Portugal and Brazil leading to Brazilian independence was a particularly convoluted affair. Acting as regent of Brazil, Dom Pedro, heir to the Portuguese throne, first refused to obey the order of the Portuguese Cortes to return to Portugal in 1821 and, in 1822, declared Brazilian independence. Yet, the story of Brazilian independence did not end there.\(^{59}\) Though
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crowned as the new Brazilian emperor, Dom Pedro was still the legitimate successor to the Portuguese throne, to which he ascended after his father’s death in 1826. Acclaimed as the rightful monarch in both Portugal and Brazil, he controlled Portugal through a regency. Within months of succeeding his father, however, growing pressure in both Portugal and Brazil led Dom Pedro to abdicate the Portuguese throne in favor of his seven-year-old daughter Maria – on certain conditions: First, when Maria came of age, she was to marry Dom Pedro’s younger brother Miguel and rule Portugal alongside her husband; second, in place of the 1822 constitution embraced by the Cortes, Portugal was to adopt a new constitutional charter that Dom Pedro would dictate.

The constitution that Dom Pedro imposed on Portugal in 1826 was extremely similar to the one he had instituted in Brazil in 1824. In both cases, he proceeded without consulting representative assemblies, creating a constitutional monarchy that granted the monarch strong executive power. Though the 1826 constitution was received with public celebrations in Portugal, by 1828 the struggle between monarchists, who backed these developments, and liberals, who opposed them, between the supporters of absolutism and those in favor of the constitutional monarchy, had degenerated into a civil war. During this conflict, many of those who criticized the 1826 constitution argued that while the need to draft a new constitution for Brazil had been evident – after all, it had emerged as a new polity in 1822 – the same was not true for Portugal, which already had its own traditions. Furthermore, they argued, as Portugal had recognized Brazilian independence in 1825, Brazil was now a foreign country, even if it was ruled by the same monarch as Portugal. That both countries should have an almost identical constitution was, in the eyes of such critics, inconceivable. The constitution was also criticized by some because it was seen as an instrument to secure continued relations between Portugal and Brazil as well as the continuous domination of the house of Braganza on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean.

The conflict over constitutional issues was compounded by a war of succession. Miguel, Pedro’s brother and his daughter Maria’s supposed future husband, first declared himself regent and then, in 1828, claimed to be the lawful Portuguese king, arguing that his brother Pedro had lost his rights to the throne after he had become the sovereign of an independent Brazil and therefore could not abdicate in favor of his daughter.

In 1831, under public pressure from his Brazilian subjects, Dom Pedro also renounced the Brazilian Crown, this time in favor of his son, Dom Pedro II. He then returned to Portugal and declared himself regent and the guardian of his daughter. Queen Maria’s reign, however, was established firmly only in 1834, when her uncle and fiancé, Miguel, was finally defeated. Maria also retained rights to the Brazilian throne, until the Brazilian parliament excluded her from the list of possible heirs in 1835, following a 1834 vote to prohibit the return of her father, the former emperor, to Brazil. In 1836, the constitution imposed by Dom Pedro on Portugal in 1826 was abolished and the 1822 constitution restored, but two years later, in 1838, Maria approved a new constitution for Portugal, which had been proposed by the Cortes. Only four years later, however, the constitution imposed by Dom Pedro in 1826 was reinstated. It remained in force, albeit with modifications, until the declaration of a republic in Portugal in 1910.

Some contemporaries in both Portugal and Brazil remarked on the absurdity of these entanglements. In 1826, they asked how the Portuguese could support the crowning of the emperor of Brazil as their king.61 Others pointed to Pedro’s constant attempts to control both Portugal and Brazil and argued that these violated the 1824 Brazilian constitution, which mandated that Portugal and Brazil never again be unified under the same monarch. On both sides of the ocean, factions debated whether or not to trust the Braganza dynasty, and how to manage the relations between Portugal and Brazil: Some supported total separation, others favored a union, and most preferred one of multiple other options between these two extremes. As one historian has remarked, even after Brazilian independence, it was difficult, perhaps even impossible, to separate colonial from national history.62 Indeed, contrary to what had taken place in Spanish America, the continuing presence of the king and the involvement of the different Braganza family members in ruling both sides of the ocean made the breakup between Portugal and Brazil particularly convoluted.

Despite these particularities, common threads linked the Spanish and the Portuguese experience in the 1810s, 1820s, and 1830s. In both empires, relations between the old metropole and the Americas were central to the debates regarding the new shape of the “national” political and legal systems. In both, the role of the monarch, both when present and when absent (either because he had been forced to abdicate, as in Spain/Spanish America, or

62 Paquette, “In the Shadow of Independence,” 117. See also Paquette, Imperial Portugal, for example, 2–3 and 9–11.
because he was residing elsewhere, as in the case of Portugal/Brazil), was pivotal, as was the assumption of sovereignty by municipal juntas, central juntas, and regencies. In both monarchies, the questions whether the absence of the king and the war situation justified calling a meeting of the Cortes (a task normally performed by the king, who, however, could or would not issue such a call throughout the 1810s and 1820s), and what these Cortes could do (could they propose a new constitution?), as well as who should be represented in them and how (municipalities? citizens? and how many?), were equally debated. Legally, the wish to enact new constitutions met with the response that these either must innovate and reform or, on the contrary, must respect the “ancient constitution” or lei fundamental.63 Regardless of the innovations the various constitutions introduced, even the most ardent revolutionaries argued that their aim had only been to ensure respect for an ancient constitution that a tyrannical regime had violated. In both monarchies, in short, the separation of colonies from metropole and the adoption of a new, constitutional, regime was easier to conceive than to execute, as legal and political ties and traditional social structures often proved more resilient than the declarations that announced their rupture.

The Global Context: Imitation or Convergence?

Latin American actors who had to answer these questions were not the only ones facing such dilemmas. Many of the issues they were called to consider formed part of larger Atlantic conversations, fueled by revolutions that sought to change the social order (according to some historians), or independence movements that only wished to end the colonial regime (according to others). Obviously, Latin American actors were propelled into action by an international crisis that engulfed large parts of Europe, which were equally affected by the so-called Napoleonic wars. Traditionally, historians have also suggested that Iberian responses to the Napoleonic invasion of the Iberian Peninsula were heavily influenced by the events of the previous decades in British North America, where thirteen colonies had declared their independence in 1776, and the French revolution of 1789, which, among other things, had also fueled the Haitian revolution and subsequent independence (1791–1804).64 But

63 On this debate in Portugal and Brazil, see Paquette, Imperial Portugal, 17–34.
other researchers have asked whether, irrespective of issues of influence or reception, similar responses could possibly also be explained by the similarities of the challenges facing those trying to limit the consequences of the war, or striving to create a new order. Some historians have also rejected the conclusion that Latin American actors imitated revolutions taking place elsewhere by pointing out that the solutions adopted in Iberia and Latin America might have been in some regards even more radical, precisely because of their truly Atlantic dimensions.65

The challenges facing contemporary actors in the future United States of America, in Haiti, and in Latin America were indeed strikingly similar. The initial goal of those responding to the imperial crises was not independence but to reform the colonial order and/or obtain greater autonomy from the metropole. Yet, their responses to the imperial crises, and the discussions, and the degree of violence they unleashed, were transformative. They politicized colonial actors, many of whom went on to demand independence. In all these cases, the move from the Ancien to a new régime produced formal declarations of independence that, first proposed by North American actors, thereafter became the standard procedure by which new polities claimed sovereignty and international recognition.66 Independence also required the elaboration of new constitutions and laws, although, as described earlier, constitutions changed faster than other areas of law, a situation that often resulted in a lack of legal certainty or even chaos.67
In North as in Latin America, those moving to declare independence and adopting constitutional changes suggested that their activities were justified by loyalty to an “ancient constitution,” which they accused their monarch and European compatriots of having infringed. Their struggle, they argued, involved a fight to restore the “good old order,” and was an act of legitimate resistance against tyranny and oppression. Yet, in both cases, as well as in France and Haiti, actors also appealed to a natural law that, according to them, included the right to form new communities and endow them with institutions and norms. Moreover, in their view, natural law also authorized them to rebel in order to protect their individual rights. The new regime they instituted, therefore, had to abide by these rights, and the best method to do so was by adopting a written declaration of rights. The connection between independence and the institution of a new regime based on both natural law and natural rights was made explicitly in Haiti’s 1804 declaration of independence. It included not only the pledge to end French domination, but also an oath by those declaring independence that, in the new state, all would be not only independent but also enjoy personal freedoms.68

In France, the future United States, Haiti, and Latin America, actors favoring independence battled to define the new political entities, draw their boundaries, and delineate their citizenry. Institutionally, however, the transfer from the Ancien régime to the new regimes was more contentious in France and Latin America than it had been in North America. During the revolutionary years in Latin America, the identification of the units that would become independent was extremely convoluted. Different cities, provinces, and territories could not agree on how to proceed, whether to unite or remain separate (see also Section 5.1). Disagreements regarding which political structures would ensure the “greatest happiness” led the French to change constitutions as often as many Latin American states would do over the course of the nineteenth and even twentieth centuries. Meanwhile, the transition from colony to statehood in the future United States in the 1770s was relatively simple, as separate colonies declared themselves states and adopted their own, new constitutions. As far as we currently know, no serious debate took place in the future USA regarding which communities could declare their independence, nor on whether each of the old colonies would

become a single new state or be divided into several – or whether various colonies would be united to form one state, as was often the case in Spanish America. Moreover, the new North American states’ constitutions, enacted in that emancipatory moment, retained their validity, rather than repeatedly changing throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as happened in France and in the former Iberian colonies. Yet, in the USA, the new states nonetheless found it difficult to coordinate their activities and create federal structures. Various types of alliances were considered, discussed, espoused, or discarded.

Despite these differences, the processes that led to independence in the future United States and in Latin America did share many similarities. For example, the story of the North American British colonies’ independence could be told – though it mostly is not – as involving the gradual rise of local assemblies that limited royal powers and extended colonial autonomy, even freedoms. In Latin America, too, cities obtained greater powers over time, which had them refashion themselves as autonomous, if not outright sovereign. In both cases, while independence had initially been almost inconceivable, it eventually became the desired goal, though not everywhere at the same pace. Historians have linked this development, among other things, to changes in political culture and a growing political involvement by colonists as a result of Enlightenment thought as well as the social and economic changes wrought by the imperial crises.

In France and Latin America, contemporaries invoked the general will of a nation – but who constituted that nation was far from obvious (see also Sections 5.1–5.3). The US constitution spoke for “we the people,” without defining whom this included. Yet, neither in the United States not in France and in the new Latin American polities was the “national” community for whom the political actors claimed to speak truly inclusive. In France and most Latin American countries, all those who opposed the revolutionary measures or were considered unfree were excluded from the body politic. In France, the USA, and Latin America, the general principle of legal equality and the declaration that humans were born free did not guarantee the end of enslavement. In the USA and the new Latin America states, discrimination often extended also to members of indigenous groups, who were either classified as not yet ready for citizenship or were viewed as both domestic and foreign, both belonging to the state and in some important ways external to its body politic.

Debates regarding whom to include or exclude from political participation and other rights continued throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries (see also Section 5.3). In many of the new polities, after an initial period in which most male inhabitants were granted political rights, those in power increasingly tended to restrict these to a smaller group. Despite these exclusions, popular participation in political action was evident in France, Haiti, and Latin America. Whether achieved through the celebration of popular assemblies, appeals to the courts, involvement in uprisings, or in other ways, those lacking the right to vote found means of expressing their opinions and to influence decision-making, at least to some degree. We have fewer studies on how this was done in the United States, but historians nonetheless suggest that many subaltern actors were also active there, even if the literature has not yet described their contributions fully.

Confronted with huge neighboring territories that had been largely outside colonial control – the continental interiors, as well as the Southern Cone – the USA and many Latin American countries expanded their boundaries at the expense of indigenous peoples in the course of the nineteenth century. They claimed indigenous territory as their own by arguing that the land was either vacant or insufficiently or inappropriately occupied (because only intense agriculture – which according to them, indigenous peoples did not practice – produced a valid title), or by claiming that it already formed part of their territory, even though in practice (and in most cases even de iure) it never had.

Though American independence, both in the North and in the South, would eventually inspire homegrown normativity, the enactment of new constitutions did not immediately produce a flurry of legislation (on the particular case of codifications, see Section 5.2). The old colonial law continued in force on most matters, the residents of the new polities mainly debating which part should be applied and which repealed because it was not appropriate, or even repugnant, to the local conditions, which now also included the new regime.

Battling against regional differences, post-revolutionary France and Latin America also had to decide whether some measure of local distinctions would be allowed, or whether “national” homogenization and legal unification – required by the principle of legal equality – must be complete. And, despite massive changes in the way law – now the product of the “general will” as expressed by parliament – was conceived, in practice, the new legislation, while enshrining some of the principles of the revolutions, also allowed great continuity with the Ancien régime (on these issues, see also Section 5.3). In post-revolutionary France, despite the desire for a complete overhaul of the legal system, the Code Napoléon, enacted in 1804, included many traditional
elements (on this code’s influence on American codifications, see Section 5.2). In Haiti, despite the revolutionaries’ harsh criticism of French despotism, the wish to establish a completely new regime with laws that would guarantee freedoms did not preclude continuing French legal influence.69 Indeed, to break with the powerful legacies of slavery inherited from France, the Haitian constitution of 1805 sought to ensure equality not by imagining a new system that would disregard racial categories, but instead by accepting these and simply declaring all citizens of Haiti black.

Though apparent in both France and Latin America, legal continuity was even more pronounced in the USA, where independence hardly affected law, other than public and administrative law. From that perspective, the move for independence in the USA was much less of a legal rupture than it is often claimed. The “nation” might have emancipated itself from colonial and monarchical domination, but its social and economic order continued mostly unchanged.

Obviously, many Latin Americans political actors closely followed debates and developments taking place elsewhere. In the 1810s, Jeremy Bentham’s (1748–1832) various proposals for constitution and codification were published in Venezuela, and many of his other essays were translated and sold. Abridged versions of Thomas Paine’s (1737–1809) Rights of Man (1791) were translated into Spanish in various locations across the continent. A Spanish translation of the French Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man and Citizen (1789) was produced in 1794 and circulated in Nueva Granada and Venezuela.70 Simón Bolívar was an avid reader of a huge variety of such works, as were many of his contemporaries.71

If one way to think about these connections between American independence, the French Revolution, the independence of Haiti, and Latin America is to argue for imitation and influence (as many historians have done in the past), another is to suggest that Latin American actors participated in the same republic of letters as other contemporaries did (see also Sections 5.1 and 5.2).72

72 On such issues, see for example, J. Simon, The Ideology of Creole Revolution: Imperialism and Independence in American and Latin American Political Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), who highlights the similarity in the dilemmas faced and in the horizon of possible solutions between actors in the thirteen British colonies in North America and Latin America. Both Sábato, Republics of the New World (e.g., 5–6 and 22–49); and J. A. Aguilar Rivera, Ausentes del universo. Reflexiones sobre el pensamiento político hispanoamericano en la era de la construcción nacional, 1821–1850 (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2012), also study the plethora of ideas and options that
Many among the leaders of the new states had resided for some time in London, Paris, or the USA, where they took part in local conversations and corresponded with local leaders. Others remained in Latin America but published their work also in Europe. The leaders of the independence movements and the resulting states might have looked at the questions raised by independence and revolutions differently from their counterparts in Europe, or the events that they experienced might have led them to adopt different strategies. Regardless of these variations, however, their responses were nonetheless part of wider conversations, which focused on why, when, and how to form new political communities, institute new states, define their borders and citizens, and develop new legal regimes. The answers to these questions involved innovations and change, as well as continuity and preservation. As the Sections 5.1–5.3 and 6.1–6.3 and Chapter 7 will trace in more detail, decisions taken by Latin American actors not only formed part of global conversations, they also influenced them. The discussions that took place and the solutions adopted in Latin America during this period were known and debated in Europe and the USA and, according to some, contributed to the formation of new ideas and practices in such important areas as humanitarian law and international law more widely (see Section 6.3). Some historians have also argued that the positions taken by Latin American actors during the independence period and the construction of the new Latin American states reinforced the international recognition of the importance of constitutions, the need to adapt states to what was perceived as their “natural borders,” and the importance of guaranteeing the freedom of the seas. Others point out that Latin American actors who expressed a desire for a new ius gentium in which the former colonies would play a major role might have contributed to contemporary actors in Latin America considered, and which formed part of a larger repertoire of ideas and options that also inspired others.


widening the list of legitimate participants in the international legal arena.\textsuperscript{75} Beyond direct influence, it is also clear that Latin American developments impacted debates taking place elsewhere, as foreign observers compared and contrasted their own experiences to that of Latin America and sought to draw important conclusions from this comparison.\textsuperscript{76}


\textsuperscript{76} On the way in which Latin American Independence affected discussions elsewhere, see for example, C. Fitz, \textit{Our Sister Republics: The United States in an Age of American Revolutions} (New York: W.W. Norton, 2016).